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Abstract We analyse the structure of local martingale deflators projected on smaller
filtrations. In a general continuous-path setting, we show that the local martingale
parts in the multiplicative Doob–Meyer decomposition of projected local martingale
deflators are themselves local martingale deflators in the smaller information market.
Via use of a Bayesian filtering approach, we demonstrate the exact mechanism of
how updates on the possible class of models under less information result in the strict
supermartingale property of projections of such deflators. Finally, we demonstrate
that these projections are unable to span all possible local martingale deflators in the
smaller information market, by investigating a situation where market completeness
is not retained under filtration shrinkage.
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1 Introduction
Optional projections of martingales onto smaller filtrations retain the martingale
property; for the class of local martingales, this preservation may fail. For instance,
the projection of a nonnegative local martingale can only be guaranteed to be a super-
martingale in the smaller filtration, but might fail to be a local martingale; see Stricker
[41] and Föllmer and Protter [14].
Positive local martingales appear naturally as deflators in arbitrage theory. (See
Sect. 2 for definitions and a review of classical concepts in the theory of no-
arbitrage.) Consider two nested, right-continuous filtrations F ⊆ G and a continuous
and F-adapted process S, having the interpretation of the discounted price of a finan-
cial asset. Then the existence of a strictly positive G-local martingale Y such that YS
is also a G-local martingale is equivalent to the so-called absence of arbitrage of the
first kind. If no such arbitrage opportunities are possible under G, then the same is
true under the smaller filtration F; we refer to Sect. 2 for a rigorous argument for this
assertion. Hence, there must exist an F-local martingale L such that LS is an F-local
martingale. Let now YG and YF denote the set of all G-adapted and F-adapted such
local martingale deflators, respectively. The above no-arbitrage considerations yield
the implication
YG = ∅ =⇒ YF = ∅.
It is natural to ask at this point if there is a direct way to construct an element of
YF from a given Y ∈ YG. The optional projection oY of Y on F is not necessarily
an F-local martingale, as discussed above; hence it cannot be expected to be in YF.
However, as our first main result in Theorem 3.1 implies, the local martingale part
L of the multiplicative Doob–Meyer F-decomposition oY = L(1 − K) is an element
of YF. Sect. 3 contains the proof of Theorem 3.1 and related results.
The previous motivates another natural question: when does the projection of Y
lose the local martingale property, that is, under which circumstances is it the case
that K∞ > 0? In Sect. 4, we investigate this question from a Bayesian viewpoint. As
it turns out, whenever certain models (which were possible under the Bayesian prior)
become impossible under the observed data (the stock price path, in this case), the
projection of the deflator Y loses the local martingale property, and K increases. In
Sect. 5, we generalise the Bayesian viewpoint, under the assumption that a certain
dominating probability measure exists.
Markets admitting local martingale deflators are complete if and only if such a
deflator is unique. Since different local martingale deflators in YG might have the
same projection, it is easy to find an example such that a market is incomplete under
G but complete under F. Indeed, consider a complete market under F and add an
independent Brownian motion to get to a filtration G; then the market is automatically
incomplete under G.
The reverse question is of more interest: given that the market is complete under G,
is it also complete under F? As it turns out, this is not always true; it is possible that
certain F-local martingale deflators do not result from the local martingale compo-
nent of projections of G-local martingale deflators, and completeness in financial
markets may be lost when we pass to smaller filtrations. We provide an explicit coun-
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terexample in Sect. 6. This uses the Lévy transformation B of a standard Brownian




sign(Wu)dWu = |W | − ,
where  is the local time of W at zero; see Revuz and Yor [36, Theorem VI.1.2].
In fact, we provide a rather general class of counterexamples whose construction
is of independent interest. More precisely, let FW and FB denote the smallest right-
continuous filtrations making W and B adapted, respectively. Both W and B are stan-
dard Brownian motions with the predictable representation property in FW . Further-
more, B is a standard Brownian motion with the predictable representation property
in FB , and it holds that FB = F|W |; see Jeanblanc et al. [20, Sect. 5.8.2]. The infor-
mation lost when passing from W to B consists of the signs of the excursions of W ;
in view of Blumenthal [6, page 114], conditionally on FB∞ = F |W |∞ , these signs are
independent and identically distributed. Given that there are countably many excur-
sions of W , there clearly exist non-deterministic FW∞ -measurable random variables
which are independent of FB∞. As we argue in Theorem 6.1 in Sect. 6.2, one may con-
struct such random variables in an FW -adapted way: there exist FW -stopping times
with any prescribed probability law on the positive half-line which are independent
of FB∞. The last result provides an interesting corollary: the existence of two nested
filtrations F ⊆ G and a one-dimensional continuous stock price process S, adapted
to F, such that the market is complete under G and under F, but not under some
“intermediate information” model. The material in Sect. 6.4 also yields a counterex-
ample to a conjecture put forth in Jacod and Protter [18].
The complementary problem of whether certain no-arbitrage and completeness
conditions are preserved after filtration enlargement has been studied extensively,
but is not considered in the present paper; we instead refer to Coculescu et al. [11],
Fontana et al. [16], Jeanblanc and Song [19], Acciaio et al. [1], Song [39], Aksamit
et al. [2], Song [40], Aksamit et al. [3], Chau et al. [9], Fontana [15], Chau et al. [8]
and the references therein. Filtration shrinkage and its effect on semimartingale char-
acteristics has been studied by several researchers. Föllmer and Protter [14], Larsson
[27] and Kardaras and Ruf [26] consider reciprocals of Bessel processes, projected on
the filtration generated by one of its components, providing explicit examples where
projections of nonnegative local martingales fail to be local martingales themselves.
Bielecki et al. [5] discuss how the characteristics of semimartingales are related in
different filtrations. Biagini et al. [4] consider questions of “bubbles” and arbitrage
opportunities in the absence of full information.
2 Notation, definitions and review of classical results
In this section, we introduce the framework and recall certain classical results which
find use later on.
Fix a probability space (,G∞,P), equipped with two right-continuous filtrations
F := (Ft )t≥0 and G := (Gt )t≥0 which are nested in the sense that F ⊆ G, i.e., Ft ⊆ Gt
holds for all t ≥ 0. For a given process X = (Xt )t≥0, we use FX to denote the smallest
right-continuous filtration that makes X adapted. If X is additionally nonnegative, let
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oX denote its F-optional projection, which always exists but could take the value ∞;
see for example Nikeghbali [31, Theorem 4.1]. If X is a semimartingale, we use E(X)
to denote its stochastic exponential.
We consider an F-adapted continuous-path G-semimartingale S, representing the
price of a financial asset expressed in terms of a certain tradable denomination. Ev-
erything that follows carries over to the multi-asset case S = (S1, . . . , Sd) for d ∈ N,
at the expense of more complicated notation; we refrain from considering multi-asset
models as notation is already a bit heavy. However, we stress that continuity of the
paths of S will be important, as we shall explain at places. All wealth is consid-
ered in terms of the same tradable denomination, which is operationally the same as
having an additional asset available with unit price.
The financial notions below can be considered under different filtrations; so we
use H to generically denote either the “small” F or the “large” G filtration.
For given x ≥ 0, let XH(x) denote the set of all nonnegative wealth processes, i.e.,
all nonnegative processes V x,θ of the form




where θ is H-predictable and S-integrable. We set XH := ⋃x≥0 XH(x).
For any T > 0 and ξ ∈ L0+(HT ), we define
xH(T , ξ) := inf{x ≥ 0 : ∃V ∈XH(x) such that VT ≥ ξ P-a.e.}
to be the hedging capital associated with ξ .
Definition 2.1 We say that the market is H-viable if xH(T , ξ) = 0 implies ξ = 0
P-a.e., for any T > 0 and any ξ ∈ L0+(HT ).
The concept of viability (for a specific filtration) is also known as absence of
arbitrage of the first kind, or as the condition of locally, in time, no unbounded profit
with bounded risk in Karatzas and Kardaras [23].
Definition 2.2 An H-local martingale deflator is a strictly positive H-local martin-
gale Y such that YS is also an H-local martingale. Correspondingly, an H-super-
martingale deflator is a strictly positive H-supermartingale Y such that YX is an
H-supermartingale for all X ∈XH. 
The class of all H-local martingale deflators is denoted by YH.
Theorem 2.3 (Choulli and Stricker [10], Kardaras [25]) The following statements
are equivalent:
1) The market is H-viable.
2) There exists an H-local martingale deflator, i.e., YH = ∅.
3) There exists an H-supermartingale deflator.
4) Writing S = A + M , where A is a continuous finite variation H-adapted
process and M an H-local martingale, it holds that A = ∫ ·0 Hud[S,S]u, where H
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Note that the structure condition 4) in Theorem 2.3 above implies that S-integra-
bility of an H-predictable process θ amounts to
∫ ·
0
θ2ud[S,S]u < ∞ P-a.e., (2.1)
















In particular, under the structure condition 4), H is S-integrable and we may define







The above V̂ is a special wealth process in XH(1) called the H-numéraire.
Remark 2.4 The nesting property F⊆ G seems to yield directly that
G-viability implies F-viability. (2.3)
However, the implication in (2.3) is a bit more subtle, the reason being that the inclu-
sion X F ⊆ XG is not in general true when F ⊆ G. Indeed, an F-predictable process
θ might be S-integrable under F, but not under G. For example, assume that F is the
natural filtration of a Brownian motion W and G is the smallest right-continuous fil-
tration that makes W adapted and W1 a G0-measurable random variable. The process
θ given by θt := −1/(
√
1 − t log(1 − t))1{t<1}, t ∈ [0,1], is shown in Jeulin and Yor
[21] to be S-integrable under F, but not under G; hence, in this example, X F XG.
The above notwithstanding, G-viability implies that X F ⊆ XG. Indeed, if an
F-predictable process θ is S-integrable, it satisfies (2.1) a fortiori, which then im-
plies that it is also S-integrable in the filtration G in view of G-viability and the
discussion right before this remark. Therefore, since G-viability implies X F ⊆ XG,
(2.3) follows.
A wealth process X ∈ XH is called H-maximal if whenever X′ ∈ XH is such that
X′0 = X0 and P[X′T ≥ XT ] = 1 for some T ≥ 0, then in fact P[X′T = XT ] = 1.
Definition 2.5 The market S is called H-complete if for any T > 0 and ξ ∈ L0+(HT )
with x = xH(T , ξ) < ∞, there exists a maximal X ∈ XH(x) with P[XT = ξ ] = 1.
Theorem 2.6 (Stricker and Yan [42]) Assume H-viability or, equivalently, that we
have YH = ∅. Then the market is complete if and only if there exists exactly one
H-local martingale deflator.
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3 Projections of local martingale deflators
3.1 A first result
The main result of this section is the following.
Theorem 3.1 Let Y be a G-local martingale deflator for S with F-optional projec-
tion oY . Consider the multiplicative decomposition oY = L(1 − K), where L is an
F-local martingale and K a nondecreasing F-predictable [0,1)-valued process with
K0 = 0. Then L is an F-local martingale deflator for S.
Theorem 3.1 will be immediate after the following two results have been estab-
lished. Related to the first result is Gombani et al. [17, Proposition 3.1], where instead
of local martingale deflators so-called linear price systems are considered.
Proposition 3.2 Let Y be a G-supermartingale deflator for S. Then its F-optional
projection oY is an F-supermartingale deflator for S.
Proof For any 0 ≤ s ≤ t < ∞ and X ∈X F ⊆ XG, thanks to Remark 2.4, it holds that




= E[E [YtXt |Ft ] ∣∣Fs]
= E [YtXt |Fs]
= E[E [YtXt |Gs] ∣∣Fs]
≤ E [YsXs |Fs]
= oYsXs.
It remains to show that oY is strictly positive. For this, fix t ≥ 0 and note that
0 = E[oYt1{oYt=0}] = E[Yt1{oYt=0}].
Since P [Yt = 0] = 0, it follows that P[oYt = 0] = 0. 
The filtration in the statement of Proposition 3.3 below is implicit.
Proposition 3.3 Consider the multiplicative decomposition Y = L(1 − K) of a su-
permartingale deflator Y for the continuous semimartingale S, where L is a local
martingale and K a nondecreasing predictable [0,1)-valued process. Then L is a
local martingale deflator for S.
Proof Thanks to Theorem 2.3, the process V̂ in (2.2) exists. Note that 1/V̂ is a lo-
cal martingale. By stopping, we may assume without loss of generality that V̂ is a
uniformly integrable martingale and hence defines a probability measure Q equiv-
alent to P. Then S is a local Q-martingale and it suffices to prove that the local
Q-martingale V̂ L is a local martingale deflator for S under Q. Upon changing to Q
and replacing Y and L by V̂ Y and V̂ L, respectively, we may and shall assume that S
is a local P-martingale in everything below.
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Because L is strictly positive, the Kunita–Watanabe decomposition yields the rep-
resentation L = E(∫ ·0 θudSu)N , where θ is predictable and S-integrable, and N is a
strictly positive local martingale such that [N,S] = 0 holds. In order to prove the
statement, it now suffices to show that L = N , i.e., ∫ ·0 θudSu = 0.





















is a supermartingale, N is a strictly positive local martingale strongly orthogonal
to the continuous semimartingale S and (1 − K)E(∫ ·0 θudSu)E(n
∫ ·
0 θudSu) is pre-
dictable, integration by parts implies that (1 − K)E(∫ ·0 θudSu)E(n
∫ ·
0 θudSu) is also a
(local) supermartingale. Write 1 − K = E(−C), where C is nondecreasing and pre-



































holds in view of Yor’s formula, where we have used the fact that [C,S] = 0. It follows
that −C + n ∫ ·0 θ2ud[S,S]u must be a nonincreasing process. Since this must hold for
all n ∈ N, we obtain ∫ ·0 θ2ud[S,S]u = 0, which is the same as
∫ ·
0 θudSu = 0. 
3.2 Ramifications
As mentioned after Theorem 2.3, a particular G-local martingale deflator is the one
corresponding to the reciprocal of the G-numéraire in XG. It is natural to ask whether
the F-optional projection of the reciprocal of the G-numéraire is the reciprocal of the
F-numéraire. The following example shows that this is not necessarily the case, even
if the reciprocal of the G-numéraire is a G-martingale. For a positive result in this
direction, under additional assumptions, we refer to Proposition 5.10 later on.
Example 3.4 Suppose the underlying probability space supports a standard Brownian
motion W and for some q ∈ (0,1) an independent Bernoulli random variable  with
P[ = 1] = q = 1 − P[ = 0]. The filtration G is given by Gt = FWt ∨ σ() for all







(1{u<1} + 1{u≥1})dWu, S := E(X).
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where we have used the fact that  = 2 since  is {0,1}-valued. It is straightforward
to check that Y := 1/V̂ = E(−W) is a G-local martingale deflator, and obviously
a G-martingale. Moreover,  is F1-measurable, yielding Ft = Gt for all t ≥ 1 and
oYt = E [Yt |Ft ] = 1{=0} + e−Xt+t/21{=1}, t ≥ 1.
Straightforward computations give
P[ = 0|Ft ] = 1 − q
1 − q + q exp(Xt − t/2) , 0 ≤ t < 1,
implying that
oYt = E[1{=0}|Ft ] + e−Xt+t/2E[1{=1}|Ft ] = 1
1 − q + q exp(Xt − t/2)
for 0 ≤ t < 1. Hence, oY has a jump at time t = 1. Since the F-numéraire has contin-
uous paths, its reciprocal clearly cannot equal oY .
We now provide a result concerning the dynamics of S in the smaller F-filtration.
To make headway, note that under G-viability, Theorem 2.3 yields some G-pre-
dictable process G and some G-local martingale M such that
S = S0 +
∫ ·
0
Gud[M,M]u + M. (3.1)
Proposition 3.5 Assume that S is G-viable and that the F-optional projection of |G|











u d[S,S]u < ∞.
Moreover,
S = S0 +
∫ ·
0
Fud[S,S]u + N, (3.3)
where N is an F-local martingale.
Proof Without loss of generality, upon using F-localisation, we may assume that
the F-adapted processes S and [M,M] = [S,S] are uniformly bounded; hence M
is a G-martingale. An appropriate modification of Meyer [30, Theoreme 1′] yields









u d[S,S]u < ∞ follows from Theorem 2.3, given that G-viability implies
F-viability from (2.3). 
As the next example illustrates, although (3.3) always holds, under the assumption
(3.2), for some F-predictable process F , the predictable F-projection of G need not
exist in general. (We are grateful to Walter Schachermayer for proposing the idea for
this example.)
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Example 3.6 Let  = N × C([0,∞);R). Define (θ,w) = θ and Wt(θ,w) = wt
for all (θ,w) ∈  and t ∈ [0,∞). Let G denote the smallest right-continuous fil-
tration making  a G0-measurable random variable and W adapted. Consider any
probability measure μ on 2N with
∑
θ∈N θμ[{θ}] = ∞, and let P denote the product
probability on G∞ of μ and Wiener measure. Note that E[] = ∞ and that  and W
are independent under P. Prokaj and Schachermayer [35, Theorem 1] and a simple
conditioning argument yield the existence of a G-predictable process H taking values








is an F-Brownian motion, where F := FX . Note also that  and X are independent
under P (indeed, the law of X conditionally on  coincides with its unconditional
one, namely the standard Wiener measure). Thus for u ≥ 0,
E[|Hu|] = lim
n↑∞E [|Hu| ∧ n|Fu] = limn↑∞E [ ∧ n|Fu]
= lim
n↑∞E [ ∧ n] = E[] = ∞. (3.4)









u du < ∞ holds. Moreover, it follows from (3.4) that
(3.2) fails. Nevertheless, (3.3) holds with F = 0 and N = E(X); here, F is not the
predictable F-projection of G, as the latter does not exist.
Remark 3.7 If there exist finitely many F-optional processes (	i)i=1,...,I for some
I ∈ N such that sign(G) = sign(	i) [S,S]-a.e. for i = 1, . . . , I P-a.e., then (3.2)
holds. To see this, note that by localisation, we may assume uniform boundedness,
say by a constant κ > 0, of the F-predictable process [S,S] as well as of all processes
S̃i := S0 +
∫ ·
0




































here the last inequality uses the fact that the stochastic integrals have bounded
quadratic variation. This then yields (3.2).
For example, assume that G supports a Brownian motion W and a G0-measurable
R-valued random variable . Let H denote any G-predictable process such that













Consider now a right-continuous filtration F with F ⊆ G such that S and sign(H) are
F-adapted. With I = 2, 1 = sign(H) and 2 = −sign(H), the F-optional projec-
tion of |G|, where G := H/S, is (P× [S,S])-a.e. finite, i.e., (3.2) holds.
4 A Bayesian framework
4.1 Setup
Consider some parameter space R equipped with a σ -algebra R and a probability
measure μ which will be the “prior” law of a parameter. Let  = R× C([0,∞);R).
Define (θ, x) = θ and Xt(θ, x) = xt for all (θ, x) ∈  and t ∈ [0,∞). Define F as
the smallest right-continuous filtration making X adapted, i.e., F = FX . Moreover,
let G be the smallest right-continuous filtration containing F and further making 
a G0-measurable random variable. Next, define Q as the product probability measure
on G∞ of μ and Wiener measure; under Q, X is a G-Brownian motion independent
of , the latter random variable having law μ. Also, under Q, X is an F-Brownian
motion. Let W = Q|F∞ denote Wiener measure.
Consider a functional G :  × [0,∞) → [−∞,∞], assumed to be G-optional,
which will serve as the drift functional for the stock returns in the filtration G. We al-
low G to take the values ±∞, although such values will not be “seen” by the solutions
of the martingale problems we consider later. Define also A :  × [0,∞) → [0,∞]
via A(θ, x, ·) := ∫ ·0 G(θ, x,u)2du; note that A is nondecreasing in the time compo-
nent.
For μ-a.e. θ ∈ R, we assume the existence of a probability Pθ on F∞ such
that Pθ Ft W for all t ≥ 0,
∫ ·
0 |G(θ,X,u)|du is Pθ -a.e. finitely valued and
X − ∫ ·0 G(θ,X,u)du is an F-local Pθ -martingale.
Some remarks are in order. First of all, under the previous assumptions, the pro-
cess Wθ := X − ∫ ·0 G(θ,X,u)du is actually an (F,Pθ )-Brownian motion, as follows
from Lévy’s characterisation theorem. Secondly, if we define the set-valued process
 :  × [0,∞) →R via
t := {θ ∈ R : A(θ,X, t) = ∞} ∈Ft−, t ≥ 0,














which in particular implies that Pθ is necessarily unique. Thanks to Stricker and
Yor [43, Proposition 5] applied under Q and a G-localisation argument, the map-
ping ζ :R× C([0,∞);R) × [0,∞) → [−∞,∞] can be chosen jointly measurable
by taking an appropriate version. Finally, since W[θ ∈ t, ζ θt > 0] = 0, it follows
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that Pθ [θ ∈ t ] = 0 holds for all (θ, t) ∈ R× [0,∞), even though Q [θ ∈ t ] > 0 is
possible.
Define now P on G∞ via P [dθ,dx] := μ [dθ ]Pθ [dx], and note that the pro-
cess W := X − ∫ ·0 G(,X,u)du is a standard (G,P)-Brownian motion; in particular,
W and  are independent under P. Indeed, as in Example 3.6, this follows from the
fact that the conditional law of W given  coincides with its unconditional law.
In order to connect with the financial setting of the previous sections, one may de-
fine the asset price S to equal X, or if one insists on positive asset prices, one may set
S = E(X). Choosing one or the other is plainly a matter of interpretation and will not
affect the mathematical content of the discussion here. The fact that Pθ [θ ∈ t ] = 0
for all t ≥ 0, equivalent to finiteness of the process A(θ, x, ·) = ∫ ·0 G(θ, x,u)2du, im-
plies by Theorem 2.3 the F-viability of the Pθ -model for all θ ∈ R.
We are interested in the dynamics of X in F under P. For this, we make one final
assumption (recall also the discussion in Remark 3.7), namely
∫
R
|G(θ,X, ·)|ζ θ· μ [dθ ] < ∞ (P× [X,X])-a.e. (4.1)
Under all the previous assumptions, Bayes’ formula yields for t ≥ 0 that
EP [G(,X, t)|Ft ] =
∫
R
G(θ,X, t)ζ θt μ [dθ ]
ζt
, where ζt :=
∫
R
ζ θt μ [dθ ]
is an (F,Q)-Brownian martingale. In fact, upon defining the random measure-valued











it follows that EP [G(,X, t)|Ft ] =
∫
R
G(θ,X, t)μt [dθ ]. Therefore, defining the




G(θ, x, t)ζ(θ, x, t)μ [dθ ]∫
R




|G(θ, x, t)| ζ(θ, x, t)μ [dθ ] < ∞
and F(x, t) := ∞ otherwise, it follows that the process WF := X − ∫ ·0 F(X,u)du is
an (F,P)-Brownian motion.
The G-local martingale deflators for S = X (or S = E(X)) are of the form

























where h : R → (0,∞) is any strictly positive Borel function with the property∫
R
h(θ)μ[dθ ] = 1. Note that since P[ ∈ t ] = 0, we have P[ζt > 0] = 1 for all
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t ≥ 0. The optional projection of any such Y on F satisfies, by Bayes’ rule,










h(θ)1{ζ θt >0}μ[dθ ]
ζt
= (1 − Kht )
1
ζt





h(θ)μ[dθ ], t ≥ 0.
Note that Kh is a nondecreasing F-predictable process. In particular, there is a “loss
of mass” exactly when certain models become impossible. If the conditional law of
 under P given Ft maintains the same support as  has for all t ≥ 0, it follows that
Kh = 0. By Theorem 3.1, 1/ζ is an F-local martingale deflator. This uses the fact that
1/ζ is indeed an (F,P)-local martingale since ζ is an (F,Q)-Brownian martingale,
hence continuous, not jumping to zero.
Lemma 4.1 It holds that {ζ = 0} = {μ[] = 1}. In particular, for any Ft -measur-








Proof Simply note that
{ζ = 0} =
{∫
R
ζ θμ[dθ ] = 0
}
= {μ[] = 1} .







= EW[ξ1{ζt>0}], t ≥ 0,
which immediately gives the result. 
As a corollary of the above, we obtain that the “default” (in the terminology of






= 1 −W[μ[t ] < 1] = W[μ[t ] = 1], t ≥ 0.
This is clear: 1/ζ will be an (F,P)-martingale if and only if P and W are locally
equivalent, which will happen exactly when under W, the family of parameters that
yield a strictly positive Radon–Nikodým derivative at time t has strictly positive
μ-measure, for each t ≥ 0.
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Remark 4.2 The (F,P)-market is complete. Indeed, fix some T ≥ 0 and some non-




< ∞. We then
also have D0 = EQ[DT 1{ζT >0}] < ∞, and the martingale representation theorem
gives the existence of a (Q, S)-integrable H such that D0 +
∫ T
0 HudSu = DT 1{ζT >0}
holds Q-a.e. This also implies that D0 +
∫ T
0 HudSu = DT holds P-a.e.
Example 4.3 Let μ be an arbitrary law on R := R and set G(·, ·, θ) := θH(·, ·) for
all θ ∈ R, where H is F-optional with 0 < ∫ t0 H 2(u, x)du < ∞ for all t > 0 and



















































H(u,X)du + W =
∫ ·
0
EP[|Fu]H(u,X) du + WF
for some (G,P)-Brownian motion W and some (F,P)-Brownian motion WF. How-
ever heavy-tailed the law of  may be (and even if it does not have any moments),
its generalised conditional expectations given F· exist. This example with H = 1 is
discussed in Kailath [22]; see also Remark 3.7.
Example 4.4 Let μ be an arbitrary law on R and G(θ, x, t) := −1{θxt<1}θ/(1 − θxt )





1 − Xu du + W (4.2)
are those of Brownian motion conditioned to never cross the level 1/, with the case
 = 0 simply corresponding to Brownian motion. For future reference, note that
lim
t↑∞Xt = −∞ on { > 0}, P-a.e., (4.3)
and correspondingly, limt↑∞ Xt = ∞ on { < 0}, P-a.e.
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In this example, one easily computes ζ θ = (1 − θX)1(θ, θ)(θ) for each θ ∈ R,
where we define θ := 1/ infu∈[0,·] Xu < 0 and θ := 1/ supu∈[0,·] Xu > 0. Clearly,
 = R \ (θ, θ). We compute
ζt =
∫
(θ t ,θ t )
(1 − θXt )μ[dθ ] = μ[(θ t , θ t )] − Xt
∫
(θ t ,θ t )




G(θ,X, t)ζ θt μ [dθ ] = −
∫
(θ t ,θ t )
θ(1 − θXt )−1 (1 − θXt )μ [dθ ]
= −
∫
(θ t ,θ t )
θμ [dθ ] , t ≥ 0.
Defining
̂t = 1
μ[(θ t , θ t )]
∫
(θ t ,θ t )




(θ t ,θ t )
θμ [dθ ]
μ[(θ t , θ t )] − Xt
∫
(θ t ,θ t )
θμ [dθ ]
= − ̂t
1 − ̂tXt .





1 − ̂uXu du + W
F,
which are the same dynamics as (4.2) with  there replaced by the process ̂.
Note that K1 = 1−μ[(θ, θ)]. In this example, 1/ζ will be an actual (F,P)-martin-
gale if and only if μ[(θ t , θ t )] > 0 holds W-a.e. for all t ≥ 0, which is equivalent to
saying that μ[(−ε, ε)] > 0 holds for all ε > 0.
Let us also note that the distribution of the overall maximum X∗∞ := maxt≥0 Xt
can be computed in this setup. To this end, fix y > 0 and recall from (4.3) that
P
θ [X∗∞ > y] = 1 if θ ≤ 0. If θ > 0, then
P
















= (1 − θy)+.
Here we used the fact that the (F,Pθ )-local martingale 1/ζ θ satisfies 1/ζ θ∞ = 0 for
each θ > 0. Hence we get








θμ [dθ ] . (4.4)
Similar computations also hold for the overall minimum of X.
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Remark 4.5 Explicit formulas for the quantities in Example 4.4 may be obtained
for nice laws μ. For example, if μ[dθ ] = 1{θ>0}θ−3e−1/θdθ for all θ ∈ R (inverse












1 + x∗ , x
∗ > 0.
This then yields ̂ = 1/(1 + X∗), where X∗ := maxu∈[0,·] Xu is the running maxi-





1 + X∗u − Xu
du + WF










θμ [dθ ] = (1 + X∗ − X)e−X∗,












in other words, 1/ − X∗∞ given F∞ (hence in particular also given X∗∞) has a
standard exponential law under P. Moreover, (4.4) yields that X∗∞ also has a standard
exponential law under P. Hence 1/ is the sum of the two independent standard
exponentially distributed random variables 1/ − X∗∞ and X∗∞. Note also that the
overall maximum X∗∞ of X has the same distribution as the overall maximum of
Brownian motion with drift rate −1/2; see for example Karatzas and Shreve [24,
Exercise 3.5.9].
Remark 4.6 Fix t > 0 and an Ft -measurable nonnegative random variable ξ repre-
senting the payoff of a contingent claim. As already observed in Remark 4.2, the













] = EW[ξ1{θ /∈t }], θ ∈R.
It is clear, both by economic and by mathematical reasoning, that p ≤ p P-a.e.
Let us now consider the question how p and P-ess supp relate (that is, how does
the hedging cost of an “uninformed” agent relate to the worst-case hedging cost of an
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ξ1{μ[(θ t , θ t )}]>0
]





First, note that in the three cases μ[[0,∞)] = 1, μ[(−∞,0]] = 1 or μ[(−ε, ε)] > 0
for all ε > 0, we have p = P-ess supp. In words, in these three cases, the worst-case
hedging cost of the informed agent equals the hedging cost of the uniformed agent.
Indeed, if μ[[0,∞)] = 1, then
P-ess supp = EW[ξ1{(P-ess inf)<θt }] = EW[ξ1{μ[[0,θ t )]>0}] = p,
the case μ[(−∞,0])] = 1 is symmetric, and if μ[(−ε, ε)] > 0 for all ε > 0 holds,
then P-ess supp = EW [ξ ] = p.
Consider now the complementary case where there exist ε1 > 0, ε2 > 0 with
μ[(−ε1, ε2)] = 0 and μ[(−ε1 − ε,−ε1]] > 0 and μ[[ε2, ε2 + ε)] > 0 for all ε > 0.
For the unit claim ξ ≡ 1, we then have
p = W[θ t ≤ −ε1 or θ t ≥ ε2] > W[ θ t ≤ −ε1] ∨W[ θ t ≥ ε2] = P-ess supp.
Therefore, even the worst-case hedging cost for the informed agent is strictly smaller
than the uninformed agent’s hedging cost. Note that in all cases, the replication strat-
egy for the informed agent starting from p depends on . If P-ess supp < p, the
superreplication strategy of the informed agent starting from the deterministic amount
P-ess supp also depends on ; however, when P-ess supp = p, no knowledge of
 is required in order to (super)replicate starting from p.
5 Under the presence of a dominating measure
We now consider a more general setup than in Sect. 4. We assume throughout this
section the existence of a G-local martingale deflator Y. Moreover, we make the
following technical assumption.
Assumption 5.1 There exist a probability measure Q and a (G,Q)-martingale Z
such that (dP/dQ)|Gt = Zt for all t ≥ 0 and Z = 1/Y , P-a.e.
We refer to Föllmer [13] and Perkowski and Ruf [33] for sufficient conditions for
the existence of such Q and Z. Note in particular that PFt Q holds for all t ≥ 0.
In the sequel, we need to consider optional projections under both probabilities P
and Q; therefore, for the purposes of this section, we denote explicitly, via a super-
script, the probability under which the projection is considered.
Under Assumption 5.1, Bayes’ rule yields
oYPt = EP [Yt |Ft ] =
EQ[YtZt1{Zt>0}|Ft ]
EQ[Zt |Ft ]








, t ≥ 0, (5.1)




t = EQ [Zt |Ft ] , t ≥ 0, (5.2)
and (1 − K)M is the multiplicative Doob–Meyer decomposition (see for example
[33, Proposition B.1]) of the nonnegative (F,Q)-supermartingale Q[Z· > 0 |F·]; so
K is a nondecreasing F-predictable [0,1]-valued process with K0 = 0 and M is an
(F,Q)-local martingale with
(1 − Kt)Mt = Q [Zt > 0|Ft ] = Q [τ0 > t |Ft ] , t ≥ 0, (5.3)
where we have introduced the G-stopping time
τ0 := inf{t ≥ 0 : Zt = 0}.
To ensure uniqueness of the multiplicative decomposition, we assume that M = Mρ
and K = Kρ , where ρ is the first time that Q [Z· > 0|F·] hits zero, and additionally
that Mρ = 0 on the event {Kρ = 1}.
Note that the Bayesian setup of Sect. 4 leads to Z = ζ and M = 1.
Let us collect some properties on these processes that we have introduced so far.
Proposition 5.2 In the notation of this section and under Assumption 5.1, the follow-
ing statements hold:









= Q[{oZQt > 0} ∩ A], t ≥ 0,A ∈Ft . (5.4)
2) The process M/oZQ is an (F,P)-local martingale. Hence the right-hand side
of (5.1) also gives the multiplicative Doob–Meyer decomposition of the (F,P)-super-
martingale oYP.
Proof Thanks to (dP/dQ)|Ft = oZQt , we have (5.4), which then yields the statement
in 1).
Fix now s, t ≥ 0 with s < t and A ∈ Fs and take any bounded F-stopping time τ
such that Mτ is an (F,Q)-martingale and oZQ is uniformly bounded away from zero




























Hence Mτ/(oZQ)τ is an (F,P)-martingale.
Let now (τ ′n)n∈N denote an (F,Q)-localisation sequence for M and τ ′′n the first
time that oZQ crosses the level 1/n, for each n ∈ N. Defining τn = τ ′n ∧ τ ′′n for each
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n ∈ N, we get limn↑∞ τn = ∞ P-a.s., Mτn is an (F,Q)-martingale, and oZQ is uni-
formly bounded away from zero on 0, τn. This then yields statement 2). 
Proposition 5.3 In the notation of this section and under Assumption 5.1, the follow-
ing statements concerning the optional projection ◦YP are equivalent:
1) ◦YP is an (F,P)-local martingale.
2) K is {0,1}-valued Q-a.e.
Under any of the above equivalent conditions, it holds that M = 1 Q-a.e., hence also
◦YP = 1/oZQ P-a.e.
Proof Let us first assume that statement 1) holds, i.e., ◦YP = (1 − K)M/◦ZQ is an
(F,P)-local martingale. Then Proposition 5.2, 2) yields that K = 0 P-a.e.; hence
{K > 0} ⊆ {◦ZQ = 0} = {K = 1} ∪ {M = 0} Q-a.e. (5.5)
Furthermore, since the (F,Q)-supermartingale Q[Z· > 0 |F·] = (1 − K)M is
[0,1]-valued, we have
{K = 0} ⊆ {M ≤ 1} Q-a.e. (5.6)
Combining now (5.5) and (5.6) yields that M ≤ 1 on 0, ρ, where ρ is the predictable
time when K hits one. Since additionally by assumption Mρ = 0 and M = Mρ on
the set {Kρ = 1}, we have M ≤ 1. Next, since M is also an (F,Q)-local martingale
with M0 = 1, we obtain that M ≡ 1 Q-a.e. Then again recalling (5.5) yields that K is
{0,1}-valued Q-a.e.
Assume now that statement 2) holds. Then since K < 1 holds P-a.e., we have
K = 0 P-a.e., and an application of Lemma 5.2, 2) yields 1). 
Example 5.4 Assume that the underlying probability space, equipped with the prob-
ability measure Q, supports a Q-Brownian motion W and an independent R-valued
random variable . Choose the filtration G to be the smallest right-continuous one
that makes W adapted, and such that  is G0-measurable. Moreover, consider the
G-stopping time
τ0 := inf{t ≥ 0 : 1{=0}Wt = 1}.





1 − Wu dWu
)
10,τ0 













2(1 − Wu)−2u. = ∞, we have that Z is continuous by Larsson and Ruf
[29, Theorem 4.2]. This then yields that Z is a (G,Q)-local martingale. We assume
from now on that Q[ ∈ {0} ∪ [1/2,∞)] = 1, as this is a necessary and sufficient
condition for Z to be a (G,Q)-martingale, by Ruf [38, Theorem 3.3].
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Set now S := E(W) and F := FW and define the F-predictable time
τW0 := inf{t ≥ 0 : Wt = 1}.
Then we obtain K = Q[ ≥ 1/2]1τW0 ,∞ and M = 1. Hence by Proposition 5.3,
◦YP
is an (F,P)-local martingale if and only if either Q[ ≥ 1/2] = 1 or Q[ = 0] = 1.
In the latter case, ◦YP = 1 is an (F,P)-martingale. If μ[dθ ] := Q[ ∈ dθ ] describes
the marginal law of , then
◦ZQ = Q[ = 0] +
∫ ∞
1/2













Q[ = 0] +
∫ ∞
1/2










× 10,τW0  + 1τW0 ,∞.
On the event {τW0 < ∞}, we have ◦YPτW0 − = 1/Q[ = 0] P-a.e., illustrating that if
Q[ = 0] > 0, then indeed ◦YP is not an (F,P)-local martingale.
Remark 5.5 Under any of the conditions in Proposition 5.3, it holds that M = 1.
A general characterisation of when exactly M = 1 holds eludes us at the time of writ-
ing. However, when M = 1, then τ0 is an (F,Q)-pseudo-stopping time, meaning that
EQ[Nτ0] = EQ[N0] for each (F,Q)-uniformly integrable martingale N ; vice versa, if
each (F,Q)-martingale is continuous and τ0 is an (F,Q)-pseudo-stopping time, then
M = 1. These facts follows from Nikeghbali and Yor [32, Theorem 1]. (The proof of
[32, Theorem 1] only requires the continuity of (F,Q)-martingales in one direction;
moreover, the assumption τ0 < ∞ in that paper can also omitted by a change-of-time
argument.) In light of this fact, the previous section adds new examples of pseudo-
stopping times to the literature.
Thanks to Theorem 3.1, the process M/oZQ is of special interest, as it serves as
an F-local martingale deflator.
Proposition 5.6 In the notation of this section and under Assumption 5.1, the follow-
ing statements concerning the (F,P)-local martingale M/oZQ are equivalent:
1) M/oZQ is an (F,P)-martingale.
2) M is an (F,Q)-martingale and {oZQ = 0} ⊆ {M = 0} Q-a.s.












] = EQ[Mt ] −EQ[Mt1{oZQt =0}
]
, t ≥ 0.
This yields the equivalence of 1) and 2). For the equivalence of 2) and 3), one only
needs to observe that {oZQ = 0} = {K = 1} ∪ {M = 0} thanks to (5.2) and (5.3). 
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We continue with a couple of examples. The first one involves a non-constant M
appearing as information on τ0 gets revealed in F, and illustrates the necessary and
sufficient conditions of Proposition 5.6.
Example 5.7 Assume that the underlying probability space, equipped with the prob-
ability measure Q, supports a Q-Brownian motion W and an independent random
variable  with Q[ = −1] = q/2 = Q[ = 1] and Q[ = 0] = 1 − q , where
q ∈ (0,1]. Consider the filtration G to be the smallest right-continuous one that makes
W adapted and such that  is G0-measurable. Moreover, consider the G-stopping
times
ν := inf{t ≥ 0 : |Wt | = 1},
ρ := inf{t ≥ ν : Wt = −sign(Wν)},
τ0 := inf{t ≥ 0 : Wt = 1}.
Note that Q[0 < ν < ρ < ∞] = 1 and that τ0 equals Q-a.e. either ν, ρ or ∞ (the latter
if and only if  = 0). Consider also the (G,Q)-martingale Z := 1 − Wτ0 ≥ 0.
Let F be the smallest right-continuous filtration that makes W adapted and such
that  is Fρ -measurable. Under F,  is only revealed at ρ, as opposed to G where
 is known from the beginning. We set S := E(W), which is both a (G,Q)- and an
(F,Q)-martingale. We also note that ν and ρ are F-predictable times. Observe that
despite the different filtration structure, this example resembles Example 4.4. In both
cases, W is a Brownian motion conditioned to never hit the level 1/.
With the above setup, we compute
Q [τ0 ≤ t |Ft ] = q
2




1ν,ρ + q1ρ,∞, M = 10,ρ + 11 − q 1{=0}1ρ,∞,
with the understanding that M = 1 if q = 1. Note that M is a bounded (F,Q)-martin-
gale. Moreover, straightforward computations give
oZQ = 10,ν +
(






Hence, when q ∈ (0,1),
M
oZQ
= 10,ν + 11 − q + (q/2)(1 + sign(Wν)W)1ν,ρ +
1
1 − q 1{=0}1ρ,∞
P-a.e., which is a bounded (F,P)-martingale; however, when q = 1, then
M
oZQ
= 10,ν + 21 + sign(Wν)W 1ν,∞
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P-a.e., which can be seen to be a strict local (F,P)-martingale. These observations
are consistent with the result of Proposition 5.6.
We next modify Example 5.7 to illustrate that it is also possible that the local mar-
tingale part M in the multiplicative decomposition of (Q[τ > t |Ft ])t≥0 is continuous.
Example 5.8 Assume that the underlying probability space, equipped with the prob-
ability measure Q, supports a pair of independent Q-Brownian motions (W,B). Let
F := F(W,B) and let G denote the smallest right-continuous filtration that makes W
adapted and contains all the information of B already at time 0. Consider the process
ψ := √2 ∫ ·0 exp(−u)dBu, and note that  := ψ∞ is G0-measurable with a standard
normal distribution and that the conditional law of  given Ft is Gaussian with mean
ψt and standard deviation exp(−t) for each t ≥ 0. Set τ0 := inf{t ≥ 0 : Wt = 1} as
before and consider the (G,Q)-martingale Z := 1 − Wτ0 ≥ 0.
With θ := 1/ infu∈[0,·] Wu < 0 and θ := 1/ supu∈[0,·] Wu > 0, note that we have
{τ0 > t} = {θ t <  < θt }. It follows that
At := Q [τ0 > t |Ft ] = 	
(
exp(t)(θ t − ψt)
) − 	 (exp(t)(θ t − ψt)) , t ≥ 0,
where 	 denotes the standard normal distribution function. Writing the dynamics of
the above, we see that the local martingale part in the additive decomposition of A
has non-zero quadratic variation everywhere. The same properties carry over to the
multiplicative decomposition, yielding that M is a Brownian local martingale with
strictly increasing quadratic variation.
The next example has similar features as the setup of Sect. 4, in the sense that
the projection of the local martingale deflator loses mass whenever one learns in the
small filtration about the sign of an excursion of a Brownian motion. This example
also relates to the framework of the following section.
Example 5.9 Assume that the underlying probability space, equipped with the proba-
bility measure Q, supports a Q-Brownian motion W , and define its Lévy transforma-
tion by B := ∫ ·0 sign(Wu)dWu = |W | −  as mentioned in the introduction. Consider
the filtrations G := FW and F := FB = F|W |. Let us write
τ0 := inf{t ≥ 0 : 1 + Wt − Bt = 0} = inf
{










1 + Wu − Bu dBu
)
10,τ0 .
We claim that Z has continuous paths and is a (G,Q)-martingale. To see path-
continuity, note that just before τ0, the process 1 + W − B = 1 + W − |W | + 
behaves like twice a Brownian motion hitting the level zero, given that  will be flat
(since W is away from zero); then, it suffices to note that
∫ ·
0(1 + βu)−2du explodes
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at the first time that a Brownian motion β hits −1. Path-continuity of Z coupled with
its definition implies that it is a (G,Q)-local martingale. To see the actual martingale
property of Z, we apply Ruf [38, Theorem 3.3] as follows. Note that a continuous
nonnegative local martingale Z is also a local martingale in its own filtration (since
one may choose the localising sequence to consist of level-crossing times); there-
fore, for proving that it is an actual martingale, which is equivalent to showing that
it has constant expectation in time, one may assume that Z lives on an appropriate
canonical path-space, where results from Föllmer [13] on change of measure can be
utilised. Consider then the Föllmer measure P, given by the extension of the measures
defined via the Radon–Nikodým derivatives (Zτn∧n)n∈N on the increasing sequence
(Fτn∧n)n∈N, where (τn)n∈N is a G-localisation sequence for Z. For some P-Brownian





1 + Wu − Bu du + U.
Hence, whenever 1 + W − B becomes small, the process W moves like a two-
dimensional (G,P)-Bessel process. In particular, the process 1 − W − B never hits
zero and
∫ ·
0(1 + Wu − Bu)−2du < ∞ P-a.e., yielding that Z is indeed a martingale.
Let us now consider the F-predictable times (ρi)i∈N0 and (τi)i∈N defined induc-
tively by ρ0 := 0 and
τi := inf
{
t > ρi−1 : |Wt | = 1 + t
2
}
, ρi := inf{t > τi : |Wt | = 0}, i ∈N.
Then we have





, t ≥ 0.
Hence by (5.3), we get





, t ≥ 0.
For the F-optional P-projection ◦YP of the G-local martingale deflator Y = 1/Z, we
then have ◦YP = (1 − K)/ oZQ, where 1/ oZQ is an (F,P)-martingale by Proposi-
tion 5.6.
In Example 3.4, it was shown that F-optional projections of reciprocals of
G-numéraires are not necessarily reciprocals of F-numéraires. However, we have the
following result.
Proposition 5.10 In the notation of this section, suppose that Assumption 5.1
holds. Moreover, assume that Jacod’s hypothesis (H) holds under Q, i.e., each
(F,Q)-martingale is also a (G,Q)-martingale. Then the following statements hold:
1) Kρ1{ρ<∞} = Q[τ0 ≤ ρ|F∞]1{ρ<∞} for all F-predictable times ρ, and M = 1.
2) If the G-local martingale deflator Y = 1/Z is a G-numéraire, then 1/ oZQ is
an F-local martingale deflator and an F-numéraire.
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Proof For 1), it suffices to argue that Q[τ0 ≤ ·|F∞] is the F-predictable projection of
the process 1{τ0≤·}. That is, for any F-predictable time ρ, we need to argue that
Q[τ0 ≤ ρ|F∞]1{ρ<∞} = Q[τ0 ≤ ρ|Fρ−]1{ρ<∞}. (5.7)
We argue this by showing that the right-hand side is indeed the F∞-conditional ex-
pectation of 1{τ0≤ρ<∞}. To this end, fix A ∈ F∞ and note that Q[A|Fρ−] = Q[A|Gρ−]









= Q [A ∩ {τ0 ≤ ρ < ∞}] ,
where the last equality uses the fact that τ0 is Q-a.e. equal to a G-predictable time
since Z does not jump to zero; see Larsson and Ruf [28, Lemma 3.5]. This now
yields (5.7).
For 2), observe that we have oZQ = E(∫ ·0 θudSu)N for some nonnegative
F-predictable process θ and some (F,Q)-local martingale N with [N,S] = 0. By
assumption, N is also a (G,Q)-local martingale. By the product rule, so is NZ.
Hence, N is a nonnegative (G,P)-local martingale, thus an (F,P)-local martingale,
as it is F-adapted. Moreover, oZQ/N = E(∫ ·0 θudSu) is an (F,Q)-local martingale;
hence 1/N is also an (F,P)-local martingale. This implies that N = 1. 
Remark 5.11 From a modelling point of view, it is convenient to observe that Jacod’s




(Fs ∨Hs) , t ≥ 0,
where H is a filtration such that F∞ and H∞ are independent under Q. Indeed, fix
any (F,Q)-martingale N , some s, t ≥ 0 with s < t and some A ∈Hs . Then
EQ[Nt1A] = EQ[Nt ]Q[A] = EQ[Ns]Q[A] = EQ[Ns1A],
where we have used repeatedly the independence of F∞ and H∞ under Q. In partic-
ular, the Bayesian setup of Sect. 4 satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 5.10. As a
corollary, Assumption 5.1 and Jacod’s hypothesis (H) holding under Q do not imply
that each (F,P)-martingale is also a (G,P)-martingale. For example, the process 1/ζ
in Sect. 4 is an (F,P)-local martingale, but not a (G,P)-local martingale if Kh∞ > 0.
6 Completeness and such
6.1 A motivating example
We return to a question posed in the introduction: Could a complete market be-
come incomplete after shrinking the filtration? We first provide a motivating example
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demonstrating that this is indeed possible. Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 6.2 will also
yield a slew of examples in a more comprehensive manner.






Consider the FW -stopping time
τ := inf{t ≥ 0 : Wt = 1},
noting that τ is not a stopping time for the filtration FB = F|W |. Set G := FW and
F := FB,1τ,∞ , the smallest right-continuous filtration that makes B adapted and τ
a stopping time. It follows that F ⊆ G and that the (one-dimensional) stock price
S := E(B) is F-adapted. Both B and S have the predictable representation property
in G, rendering market completeness in G thanks to Theorem 2.6.
Consider the FB -stopping times (ρi)i∈N0 and (τi)i∈N defined inductively by
ρ0 = 0 and
τi := inf{t > ρi−1 : |Wt | = 1}, ρi := inf{t > τi : |Wt | = 0}, i ∈N.
These stopping times allow to define the F-adapted process




which is piecewise constant and jumps only at those times before τ when |W | hits
one. More precisely, N jumps up or down by 1/2 with probability 1/2, depending
on whether W hits 1 or −1; hence, it is an F-martingale, but not a G-local mar-
tingale. The discontinuous process N a fortiori cannot be expressed as a stochastic
integral with respect to the geometric Brownian motion S; hence, the market is in-
deed incomplete under F. Note that this observation is consistent with the martingale
representation results in Brémaud and Yor [7, Proposition 9].
6.2 A more general construction
The following result is of independent interest.
Theorem 6.1 Let W be a standard Brownian motion and B its Lévy transforma-
tion. Then for any given probability law μ on ((0,∞],B(0,∞]), there exists an
F
W -stopping time τ with law μ and independent of FB∞.
Theorem 6.1, proved in Sect. 6.3 below, yields an interesting class of examples
where the completeness property fails through filtration shrinkage.
Corollary 6.2 There exist two nested filtrations F ⊆ G and a one-dimensional con-
tinuous stock price process S adapted to F such that the market is complete for G
and for FS , but not for the “intermediate information” model F.
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Proof Using the above notation, set G := FW and S := E(B) so that FS = FB . Next,
take μ to be the law of a non-deterministic distribution and consider an FW -stopping
time τ as in Theorem 6.1 with distribution μ. Define now F to be the right-continuous
modification of the progressive enlargement of the filtration FB with the random
time τ . Clearly, FS = FB ⊆ F ⊆ FW = G, and B is a Brownian motion in all three
filtrations. However, although B (hence S) has the predictable representation property
in both FB and FW , it loses the predictable representation property in F. This can be
readily seen by considering the (non-continuous) F-local martingale N defined by
N = 1τ,∞ − Cτ , where Cτ denotes the compensator of 1τ,∞ under F. 
In the context of the proof of Corollary 6.2, the pair (B,N) jointly has the pre-
dictable representation property in F. It follows that every local martingale deflator
in YF is of the form 10,τ  + g(τ)1τ,∞ for some strictly positive Borel-measurable
function g : (0,∞) → (0,∞) with ∫ ∞0 g(s)μ[ds] = 1.
6.3 Proof of Theorem 6.1
Before we state the main auxiliary result in order to prove Theorem 6.1, we dis-
cuss some prerequisites on excursions of Brownian motion. We stick as much as
possible to notation from Revuz and Yor [36, Chap. XII]. For a continuous function
w : [0,∞) →R with w(0) = 0, set R(w) := inf {t > 0 : w(t) = 0}. Then, let U be
the subset of all continuous functions w such that w(0) = 0, R(w) > 0 and w(t) = 0
for all t ≥ R(w). We denote by U+ (respectively, U−) the subset of U with the extra
property that w(t) > 0 (respectively, w(t) < 0) holds for all t ∈ (0,R(w)), in which
case we speak of positive (respectively, negative) excursions. With δ : [0,∞) → R
denoting the function that is identically equal to zero (which in particular implies that
δ /∈ U ), consider the state space Uδ := U ∪ {δ}.
Recalling that  is the local time of the Brownian motion W at zero, define
σs := inf {t > 0 : t > s} , s ∈ [0,∞),
and note that this is a stopping time in FB = F|W | for all s ∈ [0,∞). We denote by
(es)s∈[0,∞) the excursion Poisson point process of W . More precisely, for s ∈ [0,∞)
with σs− = σs , we set es ≡ δ, while if σs− < σs , then es ∈ U will be the excursion
of W over the interval [σs−, σs] defined via es(t) = W(σs− + t) for t ∈ [0, σs − σs−]
and es(t) = 0 for t > σs −σs−. We use |e| := (|e|s)s∈[0,∞) to denote the process such
that |e|s(t) = |es(t)| holds for all s, t ≥ 0, and note that |e| is also a Poisson point
process, with state space U+ ∪ {δ}; in effect, |e| forgets the excursion signs.
With the above notation in place, we need the following facts:
1) The σ -algebra generated by the Poisson point process |e| = (|e|s)s∈[0,∞) coin-
cides with F |W |∞ = FB∞.
2) Conditionally on the process |e| (i.e., conditionally on F |W |∞ ), the signs of the
excursions are (a countable number of) independent and identically distributed ran-
dom variables taking the values −1 and +1 with probability 1/2.
Statement 1) is a consequence of [36, Proposition XII.2.5]. Indeed, because  is
F |W |∞ -measurable, meaning that s and σs are F |W |∞ -measurable for each s ≥ 0, the
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process (σs)s≥0 is also F |W |∞ -measurable, and then it is straightforward that (|e|s)s≥0
is F |W |∞ -measurable. On the other hand, one may reconstruct |W | from |e| as fol-
lows: first, for s ≥ 0, one defines σs := ∑v∈(0,s] R(|e|v), then one obtains  as the
right-continuous inverse of σ , and finally one defines |Wt | := |e|t (t − σ(t−)) for
all t ≥ 0.
Statement 2) comes for example as a consequence of the discussion in Blumenthal
[6, Chap. IV, mostly page 114]; see also Prokaj [34].
The following result is the main tool in establishing the validity of Theorem 6.1.
Lemma 6.3 Fix a strictly decreasing sequence (sn)n∈N in (0,∞) with limn↑∞ sn = 0.
Then there exists a countable collection (Un)n∈N of random variables such that
– for each n ∈ N, Un is FWσsn -measurable, and
– (Un)n∈N consists of independent and identically distributed random variables with
the standard uniform law and is furthermore independent from F |W |∞ = FB∞.
Proof For each n ∈ N, write σn := σsn for typographical simplicity. Consider the
intervals In := (sn+1, sn]; since the sequence (sn)n∈N is strictly decreasing, (In)n∈N
consists of disjoint intervals.
Define the random, P-a.e. countable set
D := {s ∈ [0,∞) : es = δ} = {s ∈ [0,∞) : σs− < σs}
where excursions actually happen in the local time clock. The set D ∩ In corresponds
to excursion times that happen in In in the local time clock, and is clearly countable
and infinite. Furthermore, (es)s∈In is FWσn -measurable for all n ∈ N. It is straight-
forward (for example, by ordering the excursion sizes) to see that one may find an
FWσn -measurable enumeration (vn,k)k∈N of D ∩ In for each n ∈ N. Then for all n ∈N,
the FWσn -measurable random variables Xn,k := 1{evn,k ∈U+} are {0,1}-valued. More-
over, using the fact that the intervals (In)n∈N are disjoint, we obtain that conditionally
on FB∞ = F |W |∞ , the doubly-indexed collection (Xn,k)(n,k)∈N×N consists of indepen-
dent and identically distributed random variables with
P[Xn,k = 0] = 1
2
= P[Xn,k = 1].
Therefore, upon defining Un := ∑∞k=1 2−kXn,k for all n ∈ N, we obtain a sequence
(Un)n∈N of independent and identically distributed random variables with the stan-
dard uniform law that are further independent of F |W |∞ . Finally, since (Xn,k)k∈N are
FWσn -measurable for each n ∈ N, we obtain that Un is FWσn -measurable for each n ∈N,
which completes the argument. 
Given Lemma 6.3 above, we may now proceed to prove Theorem 6.1.
Proof of Theorem 6.1 Let μ be any probability law on ((0,∞],B((0,∞])). For
any s ∈ [0,∞), let μs denote the probability law on ((0,∞],B((0,∞])) that is
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“μ conditioned to be greater than s”; more formally, if μ[(s,∞]] = 0, then set
μs[A] := 1{∞∈A} for all A ∈ B((0,∞]), and otherwise, if μ[(s,∞]] > 0, set
μs(A) := μ[A ∩ (s,∞]]
μ[(s,∞]] , A ∈ B
(
(0,∞]).
Note that (μs)s≥0 is increasing in first-order stochastic dominance and that as s ↓ 0,
μs converges (actually, in total variation) to μ0 = μ.
Pick (sn)n∈N to be any strictly decreasing sequence of positive numbers with
limn↑∞ sn = 0. In the notation of Lemma 6.3, consider a corresponding se-
quence (Un)n∈N. We construct inductively a nonincreasing sequence (τn)n∈N of
F
W -stopping times each having conditional law with respect to FB∞ equal to μσsn
and being measurable with respect to FB∞ ∨ σ(Um;m ≤ n).
As in the proof of Lemma 6.3, write σn := σsn for each n ∈ N and note that σn is
a stopping time in FB = F|W | for all n ∈ N. Let Fs : (0,∞] → [0,1] be the cumula-
tive distribution function of μs defined via Fs(t) := μs[(0, t]] for all t > 0 and s ≥ 0
and set τ1 := F−1σ1 (U1), where we use the generalised right-continuous inverse. Since
τ1 > σ1 and U1 is FWσ1 -measurable, it is clear that τ1 is an F
W -stopping time. By con-
struction and since U1 is independent of FB∞, the conditional law of τ1 with respect
to FB∞ equals μσ1 . Fix now n ∈ N and suppose that we have constructed τn which is
an FW -stopping time, measurable with respect to FB∞ ∨ σ(Um)m≤n and having con-
ditional law with respect to FB∞ equal to μσn . Set τ ′n+1 := F−1σn+1(Un+1) which, since
τ ′n+1 > σn+1 and Un+1 is FWσn+1 -measurable, is an F
W -stopping time. Given FB∞, the
conditional law of τ ′n+1 is μσn+1 . Set then
τn+1 := τ ′n+11{τ ′n+1≤σn} + τn1{τ ′n+1>σn}.
Since Un+1 is FWσn+1 -measurable and τn > σn, it follows that τn+1 is an F
W -stopping
time and measurable with respect to FB∞ ∨ (Um;m ≤ n + 1). Clearly, τn+1 ≤ τn.
Furthermore, using conditional independence of τ ′n+1 and τn given FB∞ which follows
from the conditional independence of Un+1 from (Um)m≤n given FB∞, and using the
shorthand notation PB [·] := P[·|FB∞] for conditional probabilities given FB∞ = F |W |∞ ,
one obtains
P
B [τn+1 ∈ A] = PB
[
τ ′n+1 ∈ A ∩ (0, σn]
] + PB [τ ′n+1 > σn, τn ∈ A ∩ (σn,∞]]
= PB [τ ′n+1 ∈ A ∩ (0, σn]] + PB [τ ′n+1 > σn]PB[τn ∈ A ∩ (σn,∞]]
= μσn+1
[
A ∩ (0, σn]
] + μσn+1[(σn,∞]]μσn[A ∩ (σn,∞]]




μ [A ∩ (σn,∞]]
μ[(σn,∞]]
= μ[A ∩ (σn+1,∞]]
μ[(σn+1,∞]] = μσn+1[A], A ∈ B
(
(0,∞]),
which implies that the conditional law of τn+1 given FB∞ is μσn+1 . The inductive step
is complete.
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Define now τ := limn↑∞ τn = ∧n∈N τn; since τn is an FW -stopping time for all
n ∈N, τ is also an FW -stopping time. Given that the conditional law of τn given FB∞
is μσn for each n ∈ N and that (σn)n∈N decreases P-a.e. to zero, it follows that the
conditional law of τ given FB∞ is μ0 = μ. This implies both that τ is independent of
FB∞ and that its probability law equals μ, which concludes the proof of Theorem 6.1.

6.4 A further example where incompleteness arises though filtration shrinkage
The markets described in Corollary 6.2 have an interesting “quasi-completeness”
property: For each T ≥ 0, any nonnegative bounded FST -measurable contingent claim
ξ can by replicated, i.e., in the notation of Sect. 2 and with x = xF(T , ξ), there exists
a maximal X ∈ X F(x) such that P[XT = ξ ] = 1. See Ruf [37, Sect. 3.4] for a dis-
cussion of this weaker notion of completeness. Below, we provide an example where
the market is complete for the large filtration G, but not even quasi-complete for the
smaller filtration F; this example answers negatively a conjecture put forth in Jacod
and Protter [18].
Let B be a one-dimensional Brownian motion and G the right-continuous filtration




Bt , t < 1,
1, t ≥ 1,B1 > 0,
2, t ≥ 1,B1 ≤ 0.
Since θ is non-zero (P× [B,B])-a.e., the market is complete in G. Now let F := FS









(1 + B2s )ds
)
for all t ≤ 1,
it follows that Ft = F |B|t for all t < 1. On the other hand, since
{B1 > 0} = {[logS, logS]t − [logS, logS]1 = t − 1} ∈ Ft for all t > 1,
it follows that B1 ∈ Ft . Furthermore, Bs − B1 is also Ft -measurable, which then
implies that Bs is Ft -measurable, for all t > 1 and s ∈ [1, t]. Using right-continuity
of the filtration, it then easily follows that for all t ≥ 1, Ft is generated by F |B|1 and
(Bs)s∈[1,t].
Here, there is a jump of information at the filtration F happening exactly at the
(deterministic) time 1: The sign of B at t = 1 is suddenly revealed, while the only
previous information was on the absolute value of B . In particular, any process of the
form
Zα := 1 + (1{B1>0} − 1{B1≤0})α11,∞
for all α ∈ (−1,1) is a strictly positive F-martingale and clearly purely discontinuous.
Therefore, S cannot have the predictable representation property in F.
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To expand further, consider any claim of the form f (1{B1>0}) with delivery at
time 1, where f : {0,1} → [0,∞). Its hedging cost is (f (0) + f (1))/2 in the larger
filtration G. In the filtration F, its hedging cost is at least
sup
α∈(−1,1)
E[Zα1 f (1{B1>0})] = max {f (0), f (1)} ;
in fact, this is the actual hedging cost since one may trivially hedge starting from this
amount. This can also be argued in a “dual” way, observing that the probabilities Qα
constructed from Zα for all α ∈ (−1,1) form exactly the class of equivalent local
martingale measures in the filtration F.
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